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MINISTRY PHILOSOPHY
We believe that short-term missions can and 
must play a crucial role in long-term community 
development. Within our philosophy, we view the 
purpose of short-term missions as follows: 

1. To view missions as a lifestyle, not just a 
singular activity. 

2. To be a life-changing experience challenging 
personal and spiritual growth. 

3. To be exposed to the needs of the Majority 
World in order to grow a widened worldview 
and fulfill a Biblical mandate. 

4. To understand a holistic view of poverty and 
our role as reconcilers amidst the broken. 

5. To birth a desire for long-term  
mission involvement.

WHO IS TOUCH 
THE WORLD?

HOW IS TOUCH THE WORLD DIFFERENT 
FROM OTHER ORGANIZATIONS?
Touch the World believes that the best way to ensure 
a successful internship is to focus on training and 
preparation before your feet ever leave home turf. 
The start of any TTW mission trip or internship is 
marked by an intensive training that highlights four 
major areas: My Story, God’s Story, Poverty, and 
Culture. The My Story & God’s Story sessions will 
inform your identity as an ambassador of Christ 
and equip you with the tools you need to effectively 
serve those around you. Additionally, you will gain 
a holistic understanding of culture and poverty and 
the role they play within the world’s systems that 
you will encounter throughout your journeys. At 
the end of training you will feel equipped, confident, 
and ready for wherever God leads!

MISSION STATEMENT & VISION
Touch The World (TTW) moves youth from apathy 
to energy in their faith through local and global 
mission opportunities. Our vision is to equip youth 
to live out the mission of God every day, everywhere.

T
ouch the World believes that when young people are taken outside of 

their daily environment and exposed to local and global realities through 

an intentional strategy, a short-term mission trip can be a priceless catalyst 

in their spiritual journey. TTW works hard to help students integrate their short-term 

trip into a holistic lifestyle through a model built upon over 25 years of missions 

experience focusing on forming identity and pursuing ongoing transformation. 
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GETTING STARTED 

APPLY
Haven’t applied yet? Go to touchtheworld.org/
internships to apply today!

1. Submit your completed online pre-application, 
and you will receive an email or phone call 
from the TTW Internship Coordinator. 

2. Following this contact, you will be sent 
the online application, which will take 
approximately 30 minutes to complete. (Be 
sure to have references and church information 
ready to go!)

3. Once your application has been submitted, 
you’ll be contacted to schedule an interview.

4. After your interview, you will hear within 2 
weeks if you have been accepted. 

ACCEPTED? CONGRATULATIONS! 
1. Start fundraising! Write your support letters, 

publish your MY MISSION Public Profile on 
your social media networks, and start thinking 
about other creative ways to fundraise. 

2. Begin filling out your forms now! 
3. If you do not have a passport, start the process 

right away! If you already have a passport, be 
sure to check your passport expiration date. 

Y 
ou want to join the Venture Project, huh? So, what’s next? The Venture 

Project is an intentional season of personal and spiritual development 

designed to stretch interns through involvement in service, poverty, and 

culture. Before you can do that a couple things need to happen first.

HERE ARE A FEW SUGGESTIONS TO HELP YOU PREPARE WISELY:
• Find a prayer and debriefing partner who agrees to pray daily for you while you are completing the 

Venture Project. Seek someone you can trust. Make commitments before, during, and after the Venture 
Project to meet with them. 

• Pray now for two new relationships God will give you - one with someone from your team and one 
with a new person you will meet at your location. Commit yourself now to pray for and keep in touch 
with those two people after you return. 

• Start a Venture Project journal - one that includes your prayer requests, reflections during preparations, 
during the internship, and when you are done. 

• Learn more about where you are going to serve. Develop relationships with people in your 
neighborhood who are from a similar background. Try to learn a few phrases in the local language if it is 
different from your own. Research the geography, climate, history, economy and religion of where you 
are going. 
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VENTURE PROJECT 
TRAINING WEEK 
MY STORY: Dive into your past and 
learn how some of the most significant 
moments of your life can connect 
you on a deep level with the homeless 
guy on the street, the sweet grandma 
next door, or even the refugee family 
in the neighborhood. Everyone has a 
story. Learn how to share your story in 
a compelling, heartfelt way that will 
ultimately point others to Christ. 

GOD’S STORY: The Bible is not a 
compilation of random short stories.
Learn to read the Bible with new eyes 
and see how, from the first words to the 
last, God is writing a beautiful story of 
creation, redemption, and restoration. 
By the end of this session, you will begin 
to see the significance of your story and 
how God plans to use you in his plan to 
reconcile the world to Himself. 

CULTURE: No one is immune to 
culture, and it affects everything from 
the clothes you wear to the values you 
hold to be true. Dig your teeth into 
cultural differences and learn how to 
relate with those in cultures totally 
different than your own. Perhaps you 
will find that you have more in common 
than you thought. 

POVERTY: Often we think that 
poverty is a need that we can see, or 
maybe it’s a lack of education or justice, 
but what if poverty is much more than 
that? Perhaps the root of poverty goes 
deeper than we ever thought. During 
this session you will learn how poverty 
affects us all, and how we as Christians 
are to respond. 

CHANGING FACE OF MISSIONS: 
Missions has been around ever since 
Jesus told his first followers to GO, but 
through the decades the way missions 
is done has seen major shifts. In this 
session explore the history of global 
missions and the future of the great 
commission. 

MYERS BRIGGS PERSONALITY 
TYPE: One on One Assessment - “As 
each one has received a special gift, 
employ it in serving on another as good 
stewards of the manifold grace of God” 
(1 Peter 4:10). Every individual was 
created with specific talents, strengths, 
and weaknesses. During this session, 
you will have a personal Myers Briggs 
Personality Assessment to evaluate your 
personality traits and learn how to use 
them for the glory of God. 

TO GO OR NOT TO GO: Why is 
it that some organizations bring real 
positive change, while others seem 
to perpetuate the very problems they 
sought to fix--or worse, create new ones? 
Not every organization and ministry is 
created equally. While many are doing 
good hard work, there are others who 
are doing more harm than good. We 
will take a look at what differentiates 
organizations and charities, and learn 
how to turn a fair but critical eye on 
ministries to ensure that we help and 
not hurt those we are going to serve. 
You will begin conducting research on 
an organization or company of your 
choice.  By reviewing sustainability, 
cultural relevance, and potential pitfalls 
you will learn to spot the good programs 
from those who could benefit from 
change. Your research will be presented 
at the end of the Venture Project as a 
final cumulation of your internship.  

PLUS, LOTS OF TEAM 

BUILDING AND PRACTICAL 

PREPARATION TIME FOR 

YOUR MISSIONS TRIP!

T
raining Week is designed to prepare you to work on a team, share the story 

God has given to you, and engage with the global community in a positive 

and life transforming way. 

+



INTENTIONALLY 

REMOVING 

OURSELVES FROM 

DAILY COMFORTS 

GIVES US NEW 

EYES FOR THE 

WORK OF GOD 

IN OUR LIVES AND 

IN THE WORLD.
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GLOBAL 
MISSIONS

D
o you have a heart for missions? Do you have a desire to 

step outside of your comfort zone, and see God at work in 

your life and those around you? Is your passion to plead the 

cause of the widow and the orphan? Have you ever thought,”Maybe I 

could be a missionary?”

A missions internship would not be complete without a mission trip! 
Traveling somewhere totally new and different can be intimidating, 
exhilarating, and an amazing opportunity for growth. At TTW we 
believe that intentionally removing ourselves from our daily comforts 
and inserting ourselves into the unknown will give us new eyes for the 
work of God in our lives--and in the world. Whether you go to NYC 
or Timbuktu, God is at work in those places and you will have the 
opportunity to join in the Kingdom work that is happening. 

TTW carefully chooses mission locations based upon like-minded 
ministry philosophy and through long-term partnership. On location, 
we find that the greatest transformation comes through exposure to these 
elements: service, poverty, and culture. 

Venture Project Interns will have the opportunity to spend up to two 
weeks serving with ministry partners around the world. During that time, 
interns will work alongside missionaries, participate in culture, engage in 
poverty, and serve as the hands and feet of Christ. Experience the Body 
of Christ, the global Church, coming together in worship through work 
at an international, intercultural scale.  Your missions trip location will be 
announced following your acceptance to the Venture Project, be prepared 
for anything!



SPIRITUAL 

FORMATION IS 

THE PROCESS 

OF BEING 

CONFORMED 

TO THE IMAGE 

OF CHRIST FOR 

THE SAKE OF 

OTHERS.
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SPIRITUAL
FORMATION
“

So that you may live a life worthy of the Lord and please 

him in every way: bearing fruit in every good work, growing 

in the knowledge of God, being strengthened with all power 

according to his glorious might…”  — Colossians 1:10

WHAT IS SPIRITUAL FORMATION?
Spiritual Formation is the process of being conformed to the image 
of Christ for the sake of others. Throughout the course of the Venture 
Project you will explore what spiritual formation looks like for you 
through guided activities and discussions. 

Spiritual Formation Days will be interspersed throughout the Venture 
Project and will include sessions on:

1. Spiritual Instincts
2. Hearing God’s Voice
3. Shame & Performance
4. Facing the Obstacles to Intimacy with God
5. Spiritual Disciplines as a Means of Grace 

...and MORE!

Spiritual Formation Days are designed to integrate structured prayer, 
teachings, and activities to guide personal spiritual growth. 



THE VENTURE 

PROJECT IS 

MORE THAN 

JUST A RESUME 

BUILDER.
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PERSONAL
DEVELOPMENT

H
ear speakers from local churches, organizations, and 

colleges that will challenge you in your personal and 

leadership development!

Touch the World is different than other internships because it is more 
than just a resume builder. The Venture Project is a time where you will 
be poured into through mentorship, speakers, community, and service 
opportunities.   

Guest lecturers and speakers may touch on topics such as:

1. The Will of God
2. Spiritual Warfare
3. Emotional Health 
4. Identity in Christ
5. Leadership in Ministry
6. Diving Deeper into Scripture 

...and again so much MORE!



TOUCH THE 

WORLD 

PARTNERS WITH 

THOSE WHO 

ARE WORKING 

TIRELESSLY 

TO SERVE OUR 

COMMUNITIES
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LOCAL
MINISTRY

T
ouch the World finds value in crossing borders to experience 

other countries and cultures, yet we also recognize that 

there is great need right outside our front doors! 

As a result, interns will serve alongside TTW partners who are working 
tirelessly to serve in our communities. Interns will learn about poverty 
alleviation through hands on experience and have the opportunity to learn 
about local needs in the NJ/NY area.   

Local ministries you may work alongside include:

• Habitat for Humanity
• NYC Relief Bus
• Star of Hope (Paterson, NJ)
• Servant’s Heart
• And many other wonderful organizations



WITHOUT 

COMMUNITY, IT 

IS EASY TO SLIP 

INTO PATTERNS 

OF SIN OR 

NEGLECT OF 

OUR FAITH.
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COMMUNITY
I ntentional community is central to our faith journey 

We rely upon community for friendships, support, love, correction, 
guidance, and wisdom--without community, it is easy to slip into patterns 
of sin or neglect of our faith. For this reason, TTW places an emphasis on 
living in community during the course of the Venture Project. Much of 
the summer will be spent with fellow interns and TTW staff on mission 
trips, working together at Missions Trainings, and living together at The 
Mission Center in Kunkletown, Pennsylvania.



VENTURE 

PROJECT 

INTERNS 

HAVE THE 

OPPORTUNITY 

TO ASSIST 

WITH ONGOING 

MINISTRY 

PROJECTS.
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BEHIND THE 
SCENES AT TTW

WHAT IS MISSIONS TRAINING?
Touch The World specializing in Pre-Trip Training which separated us from other short-term 
missions agencies. Held at TTW’s “The Mission Center” in Pennsylvania, all TTW teams go 
through a three day intensive training which includes instruction in the areas of poverty, service, 
culture, and team building. Each day begins and ends with prayer and worship designed to 
prepare participants hearts and minds for the mission field and for a life lived on mission.

WHAT WILL BE MY ROLE AT MISSIONS TRAINING?
One key element of Mission’s Training is the role of Mission Coaches who carry the energy and 
enthusiasm throughout training. A Mission Coach is assigned to each team, and their role is to 
guide the team through the entire training process which includes leading debrief discussions, 
facilitating training exercises, and building relationships with trip participants and leaders. 
Interns are specially trained to be the Mission Coaches at Missions Training and play a major 
role in our most important program. 

In addition, interns will assist with the logistics and other tasks throughout Missions Training 
such as developing and setting up team building exercises, prayer journey stations, cleaning the 
grounds, lending a helping hand in the kitchen or with washing dishes; be available to help 
with any aspect of training that is needed as a vital member of the TTW Team!

IN THE OFFICE:
Venture Project interns have opportunities to assist with ongoing ministry projects.  During 
the internship, you will be able to identify an area that best fits your skills and gifts or to gain 
experience in an area of non-profit work you are interested in pursuing.  Areas of ongoing 
ministry that you can get involved in during your time with TTW include:

• Media and Marketing
• Event Planning
• Nonprofit Finances 
• Office Administration

• Research & Development
• Partnership Development
• Donor Relations
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HOUSING
Interns are expected to arrange their own housing for the duration of The Venture Project if they are from out of 
the area.  TTW is happy to assist you in finding a place to live or make you aware of housing options.  We most 
often house interns with friends of the ministry who may have an extra room in their house available for the 
summer. For a portion of the Venture Project, interns will live at The Mission Center in PA. All VP interns must 
also provide their own transportation.

Interns must plan on being fully available 
during the entire time period of the 
Venture Project.  Typical “work” hours 
will be Monday - Friday, 9-5pm.  Some 
community activities or meetings may 
be planned for one or two evenings each 
weekday.  All Missions Trainings that are 
held over weekends require attendance 
and participation.  All other weekends will 
be free unless otherwise noted in detailed 
schedule you will receive upon acceptance.

THE DETAILS

IMPORTANT DATES
Application Deadline: 
April 9, 2017

Start Date:
May 30, 2017

Mission Trip Dates: 
June 7 - 16, 2017
Location TBD

Mission Training: 
June 23 - 25, 2017
June 30 - July 2, 2017
July 14 - July 16, 2017
July 18 - 20, 2017
August 4 - 6, 2017

End Date: 
August 11, 2017

FINANCES
• $200 Commitment Fee/deposit due upon 

acceptance
• Interns are responsible for support raising the 

full amount for the intern mission trip (Trip 
Location and costs TBD)

• Interns will receive a $1,000 stipend while 
completing the internship
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